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(The Living Museum in Queens, New York, was founded by Janos Martin and Bolek Greczynski, almost 30 years ago)



Every Community a Living Museum





Back in the days the Living Museum in Queens, New York, used to be
the place where patients would enjoy their diner. Every ward had a 
separate dining room. Nowadays these dining rooms are studio’s for
artists of the Living Museum 

(Re-use old buildings of former psychiatric institutes as a Living Museum. Giving the buildings back to the rightful owners)



L�art pour la vie. Das Living Museum New York. Vortrag Ruth Ehemann 4.07.05





Working in a Living Museum every day, 
keeps the doctor away





Bolek Greczynski, founder of the Living Museum

”Use your vulnarability as your weapon“





Queens, New York



The Living Museum Netherlands was founded in 
2016. Nowadays there are Living Museums in 
Eindhoven, Tilburg, Helmond and Bennebroek. 



Bennebroek, the Netherlands





Social change in familiy like structures

The Living Museum is about an inclusive society

The Living Museum has a warm and friendly atmosphere

The Living Museum strives for longterm relationships

In the Living Museum we use our vulnerabilities as our weapons

In the Living Museum symptoms that exclude patients in society are being used
as advantage for the creation of art (Bolek Greczynski, 1985)

In the Living Museum we strive for participation of isolated persons



Potential of the Living Museum
v Stress free atmosphere
v Fill out time with meaning
v Participation
v Inspiration by the creative energy in the atmosphere
v Change of identity from traumatized person to Artist
v Integration in a Family of Artists
v Loving and caring surrounding
v Hope
v Create visions
v Learn how to think grandious
v Art Asylum
v Use other language



Stress free atmosphere

• Mental illness is connected with stress intolerance

• In our society we exclude mentally ill persons; they don‘t fit 
the high performance of nowadays jobs.  

• Therefore there are not enough jobs

• @ Living Museum
• Room and time for individual art work
• No force or pressure to work



The Do’s and Don’ts of starting a Living Museum 

• Find a Building
• Start with Zero Euro
• Open the Door
• And let Artists in
• Keep out the Sharks
• Don’t talk about people who are not

present in the room
• Provide Studio’s
• Don’t state rules on the wall
• Live them
• Walls are for Art Exibition
• Artists choose to make new rules every day



The Do’s and Don’ts of starting a Living Museum

vLet artists run the Museum
vSit on your hands actively
vProvide in Exibition
vProvide in Meeting/Training Space
v‘Rent’ out Space (alternative currency)
vMake Art
vMake Money
vBe Independent
vPoint out the Big Picture and Director
vInstall a great Board
vLet them and the director take care of 

the Big Picture
vAnd send them out into the World



The Board



The Do’s and Don’ts of starting a Living Museum

vSit on your hands actively
vDon’t expect gratefulness
vExpect critisism
vDon’t except money that makes

bureaucracy enter your Foundation
vCreate a Foundation, separate from a  

Mental Health Institute
vBe independant
vSnap out of it! 
vThe Living Museum is not a Social Club
vCreate Community
vRent out meeting space
vDon’t use flyers as a Marketing Tool
vFind ambassadors





The Do’s and Don’ts of starting a Living Museum

vAdd a Living Museum Consumer Run 
Lunch Room

vAdd a Living Museum Consumer Run 
Library

vStart a Living Museum Consumer Run 
Shared Reading Group

vAdd a Living Museum Consumer Run 
Respite Center

vCreate a Living Museum Recovery 
Carrousel

vMake Money
vBe independent
vMake groups visit your Living Museum





• “To summarize the essence of the Museum, the essence of the 
museum here is that we are celebrating the individual differences. 
• We are celebrating those aspects of your vulnerability that make you 

a miserable person outside in the world as your strength and we 
change your identity to that of that of an artist. 
• And we celebrate the fact that you had experiences other people did 

not have. So in this way: Art is the solution, art is the way to go.“
• Marton, Janos (1999)

The Essence





„Every human is an artist.�Joseph Beuys (1992) 

• The understanding of the anthropologic extended
comprehention of the word art through Joseph Beuys: 
Every Human Being is creating his own way of life
• Mental illness as motor for creativity
• Mentally ill people are automatically at a high level in 

creating art work; so called normal artists have to work
hard until they get there. They have access to the
universe, where the angels fly. Beispiele: Picasso oder Dubuffet. Janos 
Marton (1992)

• Study show the connection between mental illness and
high creativity z.B. Kéri (2009); MacCabe et al. (2010) und von Beyme (2005)





Change of identity
• Identity constitutes itself out of many different roles that we fill out in 

our life
• Creation of art as a new role which is accepted in society
• Empowerment and recovery

Ehemann Ruth „Rose“ (2000)

• Becoming a real artist is important
• Power of art processes to become independent

Andreas Knuf & Ulrich Seibert (2000) 

• Concentration on strengths of the individuals





Connection Art and real estate

• Without outstanding architecture no museums
• Gentrification of the social room through artists has a long

tradition and an important meaning for development of the
city and community

1. Stabilization of the Value of buildings
2. Attracts more money
3. Raising of public interest> museums

§ Living Museum: state owned buildings, reuse of the old buildings
from psychiatry





Fill out time with meaning
• Due to the better psychopharmaca
• > People can leave the wards faster> but society is not ready for

integration and inclusion

• > No low stress jobs > no function and role> waiting and doing
nothing>leads to hospitalization again

• @Living Museum
• Selfesteem through art
• They get education in art
• „Here they learn how to be grandious� Janos Marton (2004)





Philosophy of the Living Museum





Art Asylum
• Idea of the old asylums, safe places and

relationsships
• Advantages like friendship, respect, 

appreciation Janos Marton (2002)

• Autonomy
• Peers rise compliance and therapeutic effects

z.B. Segal et al. (1995); Norcross (2006)

• > Guarantee to prevent rehospitalisation
•





Healing Aspects of Art

• „Art is Therapy� Joseph Beuys (1992), „Art is a garantee of sanity“ (Louise Bourgois)

• Art as a bridge between auf sich zurückgeworfenen. Erleben and the social
surrounding Helmut Schmidt (1995) 

• Change of identity from mental patient to artist is healing Janos Marton (2002)

• Die Entwicklung des Menschen im Raum durch Gestaltung des Raumes 
Ruth „Rose“ Ehemann (2001)

• Art processes lead to reduction of tensions, catharsis, and anxiety





Performance
• Everything is changing, no standing still
• Artistic and personal developments
• Vision of the project: mentally ill united 

Janos Marton (2004)

• „The goal of the project is first and foremost an artistic one: the 
creation of a gigantic visionary space in a continuous process of 
mutation, where murals, installations, sculptures, paintings and 
poems are born reflecting the world of outsiders“

• Bolek Greczynski (1985)





• „To summarize the essence of the museum, the essence of the 
museum here is that we are celebrating the individual differences. 
• We are celebrating those aspects of your vulnerability that make you 

a miserable person outside in the world as your strength and we 
change your identity to that of that of an artist. 
• And we celebrate the fact that you had experiences other people did 

not have. So in this way: Art is the solution, art is the way to go.“
• Marton, Janos (1999)



Rose Eheman is director of the Living Museum Wiel, Switzerland
Janos Martin is director of the Living Museum in Queens, New York
Ron Vogels is director of the Living Museum in Eindhoven, the Netherlands
Rob Haen and Tamara Rooster are directors of the Living Museum In Tilburg, the Netherlands
Tom Heywegen is director of Nei Skoen in Helmond, The Netherlands (they run a Living Museum)
Rokus Loopik is director of the Living Museum in Bennebroek, the Netherlands

There are Living Museums in Seoul (South Korea), Barcelona, Norway, the Netherlands, Switzerland, 
Germany, France and New York.

In several cities in the Netherlands and Norway people are finding buildings and thus creating
Living Museums. 

For more information on the Living Museum: rokus@icloud.com

mailto:rokus@icloud.com




www.rokusloopik.com


